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Google Apps consists of a few basic tools such as:  
  

electronic mail calendar virtual disc 

documents 

groups classroom 























Google Apps, is not a perfect system, therefore except for many 
advantages, it has certain limitations: 

- velocity of the operation of online tools not always allows to use them fluently.  
- entrusting the files generated by the student and teachers to Google servers makes 
the work of the company dependent.   



Google Apps, is not a perfect system, therefore except for many 
advantages, it has certain limitations: 
- implementing Google Apps in education requires to possess large experience in using 
the system. Thus, if school does not have a person with proper competences, it is 
necessary to order such a service and this is connected with incurring costs. 



Google Apps, is not a perfect system, therefore except for many 
advantages, it has certain limitations: 
- tools to create text documents, presentations, spreadsheets have fewer functions in 
comparison with commonly used commercial programmes. Thus, using at school only  
tools of Google Apps may be the reason for the students to possess a lower level of 
skills in the area of using popular office package, namely MS Office.  



J. Berbaum from the University in Grenoble developed a complex Aid 
Programme in Developing Learning Skills (M. Ledzińska, E. Czerniawska, 
2011, p. 174). The assumptions of the programme correlated with the 
assumptions of connectivism may be concluded in the following 
statements: 
- a human being uses Internet and mobile devices such as smart phone, 
tablet, or laptop learns always and everywhere, 
- a human being is a subject of his own actions, and therefore an ability to 
know more  than you know is more important than what is known, 
- learning with the use of new media is effective, as for the learner the 
media are attractive, 
- ability to learn can be developed by the access to Internet, in which the 
learner creates new connections of the present and new knowledge. 



Thanks for watching 
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